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Abstract 10 

Volcanic island sector-collapses have produced some of the most voluminous mass movements 11 

on Earth and have the potential to trigger devastating tsunamis. In the marine environment, 12 

landslide deposits offshore the flanks of volcanic islands often consist of a mixture of volcanic 13 

material and incorporated seafloor sediments. The interaction of the initial volcanic failure and 14 

the substrate can be highly complex and have an impact on both the total landslide deposit 15 

volume and its emplacement velocity, which are important parameters during tsunami 16 

generation and need to be correctly assessed in numerical landslide-tsunami simulations. Here, 17 

we present a 2D seismic analysis of two previously unknown, overlapping volcanic landslide 18 

deposits north-west of the island of Sakar (Papua New Guinea) in the Bismarck Sea. The 19 

deposits are separated by a package of well-stratified sediment. Despite both originating from 20 

the same source, with the same broad movement direction, and having similar deposit volumes 21 

(~15.5-26 km3), the interaction of these landslides with the seafloor is markedly different. High-22 

resolution seismic reflection data show that the lower, older deposit comprises a proximal, 23 

chaotic, volcanic debris avalanche component and a distal, frontally confined component of 24 

deformed pre-existing well-bedded seafloor-sediment. We infer that deformation of the 25 

seafloor-sediment unit was caused by interaction of the initial volcanic debris avalanche with 26 

the substrate. The deformed sediment unit shows various compressional structures, including 27 

thrusting and folding, over a downslope distance of more than 20 km, generating >27 % of 28 
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shortening over a 5 km distance at the deposit’s toe. The volume of the deformed sediments is 29 

almost the same as the driving debris avalanche deposit. In contrast, the upper, younger 30 

landslide deposit does not show evidence for substrate incorporation or deformation. Instead, 31 

the landslide is a structurally simpler deposit, formed by a debris avalanche that spread freely 32 

along the contemporaneous seafloor (i.e., the top boundary of the intervening sediment unit that 33 

now separates this younger landslide from the older deposit). Our observations show that the 34 

physical characteristics of the substrate on which a landslide is emplaced control the amount of 35 

seafloor incorporation, the potential for secondary seafloor failure, and the total landslide runout 36 

far more than the nature of the original slide material or other characteristics of the source 37 

region. Our results indicate the importance of accounting for substrate interaction when 38 

evaluating submarine landslide deposits, which is often only evident from internal imaging 39 

rather than surface morphological features. If substrate incorporation or deformation is 40 

extensive, then treating landslide deposits as a single entity substantially overestimates the 41 

volume of the initial failure, which is much more important for tsunami generation than 42 

secondary sediment failure.   43 

Keywords: flank collapse, Bismarck Sea, landslide, volcano, tsunami, sediment failure 44 

 45 

1. Introduction 46 

In December 2018, a lateral collapse of the Indonesian volcano Anak Krakatau triggered a 47 

devastating tsunami, killing more than 400 people around the Sunda Strait. The initial collapse 48 

volume calculated at 0.2-0.3 km³, is relatively small in the context of volcano sector collapse 49 

(Siebert, 1984; Siebert and Roverato, 2021), but was still capable of generating a highly 50 

destructive tsunami (Gouhier and Paris, 2019; Grilli et al., 2019; Walter et al., 2019). In historic 51 

times, volcanic sector collapses have produced several devastating tsunamis, causing thousands 52 

of casualties around island-arc volcanoes (Auker et al., 2013; Day et al., 2015; Karstens et al., 53 
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2019; Watt et al., 2021). The global frequency of historically documented tsunami-generating 54 

events is approximately 50-100 years (Day et al., 2015), including collapses at Oshima-Oshima, 55 

Japan, in 1741, Mt. Unzen, Japan, in 1792, Ritter Island, Papua New Guinea, in 1888, and Anak 56 

Krakatau in 2018 (Walter et al., 2019). This shows that volcanic flank failure and resultant 57 

tsunami genesis poses a serious natural hazard for coastal regions in volcanic settings 58 

worldwide. 59 

The Bismarck Archipelago hosts several island-arc volcanoes, of which more than eleven have 60 

recognized offshore debris avalanche deposits (Silver et al., 2009), the product of past lateral 61 

collapses. The most recent and best studied of these is the 1888 Ritter Island collapse (Johnson 62 

et al., 1987; Silver et al., 2009; Ward and Day, 2003; Watt et al., 2019), which is also the largest 63 

volcanic sector collapse globally that has been recorded in historic times (Day et al., 2015). 64 

Recent studies show that the volume of the submarine landslide-derived deposit west of Ritter 65 

is 13 km3, but the initial tsunamigenic flank collapse that produced these deposits was only ~2.4 66 

km3 (Karstens et al., 2019; Watt et al., 2019). This substantial difference in volume between 67 

the offshore deposits and the primary failure illustrates the potential complexity of landslide 68 

processes in volcanic-island settings, where the initial mass movement can lead to extensive 69 

substrate incorporation and secondary failure. Such complexities are not restricted to volcanic 70 

islands, but have also been recognized in submarine landslides in non-volcanic settings (e.g., 71 

Lenz et al., 2019; Morita et al., 2011; Ogata et al., 2019; Sobiesiak et al., 2018), and constitute 72 

an important general process in the emplacement of subaqueous landslide deposits. Past work 73 

at Ritter, as well as a survey of landslide deposits offshore Montserrat, Lesser Antilles 74 

(Crutchley et al., 2013; Watt et al., 2012a, 2012b), has also shown that both bathymetric and 75 

internal geophysical data (with further insights provided by direct sampling) are required to 76 

accurately reconstruct the complex sequence of transport and dynamics involved in landslide 77 

emplacement offshore volcanic islands. In particular, the internal architecture of deposits is key 78 

to revealing evidence of substrate incorporation, and for the estimation of the initial volume of 79 
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volcanic debris. The process of substrate incorporation as well as the decoupling of submarine 80 

landslides from the substrate, has also been extensively studied on exhumed ancient mass 81 

transport deposits onshore (Ogata et al., 2019; Sobiesiak et al., 2018). These studies show that 82 

substrate decoupling occurs where a lubricating layer between the landslide and the substrate 83 

prevents the transmission of shear stress from the flow into the substrate (Ogata et al., 2014b; 84 

Sobiesiak et al., 2018) and that substrate incorporation occurs where either the basal drag of the 85 

flow is great enough to plough the slide mass into the substrate, or where a dragged tool (e.g., 86 

a coherent slide block) is pressed into the substrate’s surface at the base of the flow, ripping off 87 

substrate material (Sobiesiak et al., 2018). 88 

During a marine geophysical survey on board RV SONNE (SO252), we surveyed the seafloor 89 

around Ritter and the neighboring islands of Sakar and Umboi (Fig. 1). Beside the deposits of 90 

the 1888 Ritter Island sector collapse, we identified two additional, buried landslide deposits 91 

west of Sakar that vary in extent and morphology. These differences relate to distinct patterns 92 

of seafloor interaction and internal structures. Understanding the transport and emplacement 93 

processes that lead to such deposits, and how and why the morphology and extent of deposits 94 

vary, is key to constraining tsunami magnitudes and providing hazard assessments for coastal 95 

regions potentially subject to volcanic-tsunami hazards (Løvholt et al., 2015).  96 

The main aim of this paper is to identify the processes that resulted in the two different types 97 

of volcanic landslide deposit observed offshore Sakar, by targeting two objectives. The first 98 

objective is to determine the origin of the seismically imaged deposits. We use high-resolution 99 

2D seismic data to reconstruct the geometry (extent and thickness) of the deposits to test 100 

whether they originated from Umboi, Sakar or Ritter. The second objective is to constrain the 101 

emplacement dynamics of the landslides with a focus on their interaction with the underlying 102 

substrate. We use seismic characteristics such as internal reflection patterns, amplitude 103 

variations, and the configuration of the top and bottom bounding reflectors to interpret the 104 

origin of different sub-facies within the landslide deposits and their relationship to each other, 105 
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thereby evaluating the extent of the primary failure mass and evidence of substrate 106 

incorporation and deformation. 107 

 108 

2. Geological Background 109 

2.1 Regional tectonics 110 

Sakar is a volcanic island located on the southern margin of the Bismarck microplate, forming 111 

a part of the Western Bismarck volcanic arc (Fig. 1). This 1000 km-long volcanic arc extends 112 

onto the larger island of New Britain to the east, and arc volcanism in this setting is associated 113 

with the northward subduction of the Solomon microplate and of a relict slab further west, 114 

where the arc has collided with the New Guinea continental margin (Baldwin et al., 2012; 115 

Honza et al., 1989; Johnson et al., 1987; Taylor, 1979). This tectonically complex zone of 116 

microplates lies in a region of oblique convergence between the Pacific and Australian plates 117 

(Baldwin et al., 2012; Holm and Richards, 2013; Woodhead et al., 2010). The eastern and 118 

western ends of the Bismarck arc are cut by the Bismarck Sea Seismic Lineation, a seismically 119 

active series of left-lateral transform faults and spreading segments separating the South 120 

Bismarck plate and the North Bismarck plate (Baldwin et al., 2012; Taylor, 1979; Fig. 1).  121 

 122 

2.2 Geology and Topography 123 

Sakar is the northernmost of a group of three islands approximately 25 km west of New Britain, 124 

(Fig. 1). The larger volcanic island of Umboi is 15 km south of Sakar, and the much smaller 125 

island of Ritter – the subaerial remnant of the 1888 lateral collapse – lies in between. Rock 126 

samples show that the volcanism of the western Bismarck arc, including that on Ritter, Umboi 127 

and Sakar, is dominated by basaltic magmas (Johnson, 1977; Woodhead et al., 2010).  128 

Sakar has a broadly symmetrical conical form, with gullied slopes that rise steeply to the island 129 

summit. The island diameter at sea level is approximately 8 km, but the entire structure rises 130 

from a base ~1500 m below the sea surface, with a diameter of ~25 km, to a maximum height 131 
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of ~900 m above sea level.  The summit crater is approximately 1.5 km wide and contains a 132 

crater lake (Johnson et al., 1972). The island is formed by this single main volcanic edifice, 133 

which is dominated by porphyritic basaltic lavas, with subsidiary andesites. Around the island 134 

shoreline are volcaniclastic alluvial deposits, and there are parasitic volcanic cones in the 135 

northern part of the island (Johnson et al., 1972). No historical eruptions are known from Sakar, 136 

but several hot springs on the southwestern shore (Johnson et al., 1972), as well as its youthful 137 

morphology, suggest that it is potentially active. Offshore, the island is fringed by coral reefs.  138 

The seafloor offshore Sakar was surveyed in 2004 by the  RV Kilo Moana, on a research 139 

expedition that mapped 12 landslide deposits in the Bismarck volcanic arc (Silver et al., 2009). 140 

This expedition investigated in detail the submarine deposits from the lateral collapse of Ritter 141 

in 1888 (Day et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 1987; Karstens et al., 2019; Silver et al., 2009; Ward 142 

and Day, 2003), which travelled between Sakar and Umboi and into the basin northwest of the 143 

islands. It also identified a field of hummocks north of Sakar – a different area from that 144 

described in this paper – and interpreted this to be the blocky facies of a debris avalanche deposit 145 

originating from Sakar. This deposit covers an area of 30 km² to a distance of more than 10 km 146 

from the island’s coast (Fig. 2). The lack of a collapse scar was explained by later volcanic 147 

growth and the formation of coral reefs within the avalanche’s source area. However, several 148 

irregular valleys at the flanks around Sakar indicate potential source areas of landslides (Fig. 2; 149 

Silver et al. 2009).  150 

 151 

3. Data and Methods 152 

During scientific cruise SO252 on R/V SONNE in November/December 2016, we collected 2D 153 

multichannel seismic data using a 250 m-long (160 channels) streamer system with a group 154 

spacing of 1.56 m [dataset](Berndt et al., 2021b). As the seismic source, we used two GI 155 

airguns, shot in harmonic mode (105/105 cubic inch). In total, we collected 680 km of seismic 156 
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reflection profiles (Fig. 1). The data were processed with a 10, 45, 250, 400 Hz bandpass filter, 157 

a normal moveout correction (constant velocity: 1495 m/s, derived from CTD measurements), 158 

and a post-stack 2D-stolt-migration using a constant velocity of 1500 m/s. The bathymetry of 159 

the survey area was mapped using two multibeam systems (Kongsberg EM710 and EM122) 160 

with a horizontal resolution of 25 m [dataset](Berndt et al., 2021a). For the maps shown in this 161 

study, we merged the acquired high-resolution bathymetry grid with a low-resolution global 162 

GEBCO grid. Detailed acquisition and processing descriptions can be found in the SO252 163 

cruise report (Berndt et al., 2016). 164 

The range of data collected on cruise SO252 also includes a 3D seismic dataset (Karstens et al., 165 

2019), high-resolution sub-bottom echosounder profiles (Parasound P70 system) and high-166 

resolution video sledge derived photography (Watt et al., 2019), as well as grab samples. To 167 

derive a 2D velocity model by forward modeling, six three-component ocean bottom 168 

seismometers (OBS) were deployed along a profile within the 3D seismic cube. 169 

Depth, thickness, and volume calculations of sedimentary units mapped using the 2D seismic 170 

data were carried out with a seismic velocity of 1760 m/s, derived from OBS experiments 171 

(Karstens et al., 2019).  Areas and volumes were determined by picking the top and base 172 

reflections of sedimentary units on cross-cutting seismic profiles. Relative shortening in units 173 

with resolvable compressional structures along the profiles was graphically estimated, using 174 

the ratio between the observed extent of the compressional zone and the length of mappable 175 

reflections within the seismic data along the deformed reflectors at zero vertical exaggeration. 176 

As parts of the compressional structures cannot be resolved properly in the seismic data, 177 

shortening values have to be considered minimum estimates. Absolute displacement values of 178 

thrust faults were calculated by dividing the picked horizontal distance of a thrusted horizon 179 

overlying its undeformed counterpart by the cosine of the fault dip angle. 180 

 181 
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4. Results 182 

4.1 Seismic facies 183 

The stratigraphy northwest of Sakar and Ritter, and north of Umboi, was extensively imaged 184 

within the seismic data collected during cruise SO252, with examples shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 185 

The data reveal two generally different seismic facies: one defined by continuous and parallel 186 

reflections and a second one characterized by chaotic and rather transparent (i.e., lower 187 

amplitude) seismic reflections. 188 

The dominant sub-seafloor facies consists of continuous and parallel reflections. This facies is 189 

typified by laterally coherent reflections with generally consistent amplitudes. The reflections 190 

appear relatively homogenous and are sub-horizontal, lacking any hummocky or steeply 191 

dipping morphological features, and representing the seismic image of well-bedded sediments. 192 

Subsequently we will refer to this facies as the well-bedded sediment facies. 193 

The second facies, characterized by chaotic and relatively transparent reflections, occurs in two 194 

discrete and broadly horizontal packages, that interrupt the well-bedded sediment facies 195 

northwest of Sakar. We divide this chaotic facies into two types. The first type contains irregular 196 

surfaces with dipping, sometimes irregular or wavy top boundary reflections. This sub-facies 197 

has top and bottom boundaries with high seismic amplitudes, while it is internally chaotic, with 198 

most parts being significantly more transparent than the well-bedded sediment facies. This 199 

internally chaotic sub-facies is present in two distinct packages of reflections on and near the 200 

western flank of Sakar. We consider these packages to represent landslide deposits: a shallow 201 

deposit subsequently referred to as Sakar Landslide Deposit 1 (SLD1) and a deeper deposit 202 

referred to as Sakar Landslide Deposit 2 (SLD2), which we describe in detail within the 203 

following subsections. The second chaotic sub-facies is relatively transparent, too, but contains 204 

internal reflections that are parallel-bedded and mostly continuous. This sub-facies occurs as a 205 

distal continuation of the internally chaotic sub-facies in SLD2. We interpret its characteristics 206 
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as corresponding to deformed bedded sediments, forming the outer part of SLD2, and will 207 

subsequently refer to this as the deformed sediment sub-facies.   208 

 209 

4.2 Seafloor morphology 210 

The submarine morphology northwest of Sakar is dominated by a sub-circular field of 107 211 

randomly distributed hummocks (i.e., positive, relatively steep-sided bathymetric features 212 

encircled by a clear break in slope), covering an area of 240 km² with long-axis diameters >100 213 

m (Fig. 2). This hummock field is separated from that previously identified north of Sakar by 214 

Silver et al. (2009), and partially overlaps with the distal part of the transport path of the 1888 215 

Ritter Island landslide deposits (Fig. 2; Day et al., 2015; Watt et al., 2019). Within the hummock 216 

field northwest of Sakar, 92 hummocks have maximum diameters between 100 and 500 m (at 217 

the basal break in slope), 23 between 500 and 1,000 m and two between 1,000 and 1,100 m, 218 

covering individual surface areas between ~0.05 km² and ~1.21 km².  The second largest 219 

hummock was transected by two seismic profiles (Fig. 3A, C), and covers a surface area of ~1 220 

km² with a height > 80 m above the surrounding seafloor. The flanks of this hummock continue 221 

down to 120 m below the seafloor and are resolvable to the center of SLD2 (internally chaotic 222 

sub-facies) (Fig. 3). In contrast, the basal reflection of SLD1 continues below most of the other, 223 

smaller hummocks that are transected by seismic profiles, but is bent upwards, which we 224 

attribute to seismic velocity pull-up. Most of the hummocks observable at the present-day 225 

seafloor therefore appear to be rooted within SLD1 (Fig. 3B), and are partially buried by 226 

overlying sediment. Some hummocks show an internal seismic stratification that is not parallel 227 

to the surrounding stratigraphy (Figs. 3B, C), while some show chaotic internal reflections (Fig. 228 

3C) and others show no visible internal reflections (Fig. 3B), which is most likely a problem of 229 

seismic imaging. None of these hummocks has a conical shape, comparable to the conic 230 

landforms northwest of Ritter and south of Sakar (Karstens et al., 2019); instead, they appear 231 
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elongated and sub-angular, but without a preferred orientation. Their broad form is similar to 232 

volcanic landslide blocks in other offshore settings, such as those offshore Montserrat (Watt et 233 

al., 2012b) or El Hierro, Canary Islands (Masson et al., 2002), or in many subaerial volcanic 234 

settings (e.g., Yoshida et al., 2012). The average slope between the hummocks dips 2.5 ° 235 

seaward close to Sakar and < 0.5 ° at the north-western limits of the hummock field. Outside of 236 

the hummocky field the seafloor is generally smooth and flat (Fig. 2) with an overall slope 237 

gradient below 0.5 °. However, there are areas within the field containing parallel ridges 238 

trending southeast-northwest (Fig. 2) with wavelengths of ~200 m and amplitudes of ~ 5 m; 239 

and a relatively small field of elongated seafloor depressions with diameters between 200 and 240 

500 m and 5 to 15 m depth. Northwest of the hummock field the seafloor morphology is 241 

dominated by several smooth-surfaced lobes, interpreted as the distal deposits of the 1888 Ritter 242 

Island collapse (Watt et al., 2019). 243 

Our bathymetric data show that the field of hummocks north of Sakar (cf. Silver et al., 2009) 244 

has block sizes and distribution similar to those in the north-western field mapped here. As 245 

there are no seismic data imaging the subsurface of the second hummock field to the north, and 246 

because it is separated from the one mapped here by several kilometers, we do not further 247 

investigate the area north of Sakar within this paper.  248 

 249 

4.3 Landslide deposit stratigraphy 250 

4.3.1 Sakar Landslide Deposit 1 stratigraphy 251 

Directly below the seafloor reflection west of Sakar, a ~10 m-thick unit with chaotic internal 252 

reflections is located (Fig. 3A, 4). Watt et al. (2019) interpreted it to be the deposit of the 1888 253 

Ritter Island sector collapse. The Ritter deposit overlies a ~50 m-thick package of well-stratified 254 

reflections (Fig. 4), but to the east, closer towards the slope of Sakar, it overlies SLD1. In 2D 255 

profiles, the latter forms a tapering, wedge-shaped deposit, seismically characterized by the 256 

internally chaotic sub-facies, with an average thickness of 67 m (Figs. 3, 4). SLD1 can be 257 
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correlated across multiple profiles, defining a laterally fan-shaped deposit (Fig. 1) extending 258 

over an area of ~250 km² with a volume of ~15.5 km³. Close to the flank of Sakar, the boundary 259 

between SLD1 and the underlying bedded stratigraphy, which has an increasingly chaotic 260 

general appearance in seismic reflection profiles, becomes obscure (Fig. 4A). Although the 261 

general seismic appearance of SLD1 corresponds to the internally chaotic sub-facies, at least 262 

two continuous internal reflections can be traced over a distance of 1 km, with a seismic 263 

waveform that consists of one peak overlying one trough.   264 

SLD1 is thickest on the slope of Sakar (slope gradient 2.5 °), tapering to the west. In this area, 265 

its top boundary reflection is indistinguishable from the seafloor reflection, which has a 266 

hummocky seismic appearance. The lateral margins of SLD1 as well as the area where its upper 267 

surface is indistinguishable from the seafloor (on the outer flank of Sakar), correlate with the 268 

margins of the hummock field northwest of Sakar observed in the bathymetry (Fig. 2). The 269 

volume stated above includes the hummocks intersected by the seismic data that appear to be 270 

rooted within SLD1; hummocks between and off the seismic profiles, as well as the large block 271 

shown in Fig. 3A, which appears to be rooted within SLD2, are not included. Due to the limited 272 

coverage of the 2D seismic lines, the extent of SLD1 could not be mapped entirely. Extent and 273 

volume thus have to be considered minimum values. 274 

 275 

4.3.2. Sakar Landslide Deposit 2 stratigraphy 276 

At a depth of 60 – 70 m below the seafloor, the top boundary of SLD2 extends over an area of 277 

590 km² (Fig. 1) and has an elongated shape. The average thickness of the deposit is 71 m, 278 

which remains relatively consistent over the entire extent. Deposit thickness tapers to less than 279 

60 m at the north-eastern and south-western margins.  We divide the deposit into three parts: A 280 

proximal part close to Sakar, seismically characterized by the internally chaotic sub-facies 281 

(similar to SLD1); a middle part, characterized by the deformed sediment sub-facies; and a 282 

distal toe consisting of the deformed sediment sub-facies as well, but with more coherent 283 
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reflections that show extensively folded and thrust-faulted reflections (Fig. 4B). All three parts 284 

are included in the volume and extent values stated here. 285 

In the southeasternmost part of the seismic profile in Fig. 4, the proximal part of SLD2 is 286 

separated from SLD1 by a continuous reflection package of ~15 m maximum thickness over a 287 

downslope distance of ~3 km. Close to the outer flank of Sakar, seismic reflections are generally 288 

chaotic, and amplitudes decrease with time in respect to depth more strongly than in the basin 289 

west of the island. Because of this, it is very difficult to distinguish the bottom boundary of the 290 

internally chaotic sub-facies in SLD2. For this study, we chose the first continuous high-291 

amplitude reflection to define the base of SLD2 in this area, but the true boundary may be 292 

located even deeper. Therefore, we consider the volume of this part of SLD2, of 12.5 km³, as a 293 

minimum volume. The depth of the continuous basal reflection varies within +/- 10 m, resulting 294 

in a proximal deposit thickness of 47 m to 61 m (Fig. 4). Within the seismic data the surface of 295 

the proximal SLD2 has an apparent downslope angle between 0.5 and 2.0 °, following the 296 

general slope trend close to Sakar. 297 

The downslope limit of the proximal part of SLD2 coincides with the appearance of more 298 

continuous internal reflections (the transition from the internally chaotic to the deformed 299 

sediment sub-facies), a basal upward step of the deposit’s bottom boundary reflection, and a 300 

break in the slope gradient. This defines the start of the middle part of SLD2. Internally, the 301 

reflections in this part of SLD2 have lower amplitudes than the bounding stratigraphy but show 302 

visible continuity over ~ 17 km distance. This continuity is only disrupted by vertical seismic 303 

anomalies of upward bent reflections (Fig. 4B).  Across the transition from the proximal to the 304 

middle part of SLD2, the top reflections are undulated, over a distance of more than 5 km (Fig. 305 

4B). This upper surface morphology consists of seven undulations with wavelengths between 306 

500 m and 1300 m and amplitudes between 3 m and > 8 m. These transition, to the northwest 307 

into reflections concordant to the well-bedded sediment facies above (Fig. 4B). Directly below 308 

the top reflection, a ~10 m thick package of continuous reflections with higher coherency than 309 
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the internal reflections below is resolvable, until it is cut by the deformation marking the start 310 

of the distal toe of the deposit (Fig. 4B). The upper surface of SLD2 transitions from a 311 

(apparent) north-western dip of 0.16° to an (apparent) south-eastern dip of 0.17° towards the 312 

deposit’s toe. The bottom boundary reflection steps upwards from the proximal part of SLD2, 313 

becoming shallower by ~ 23 m over a downslope distance of ~ 1000 m. This marks the bottom 314 

boundary-limit between the internally chaotic sub-facies in the proximal part and the deformed 315 

sediment sub-facies in the middle part of SLD2. Beyond this step, the basal reflection is 316 

generally continuous and concordant with the underlying stratigraphy, and its amplitude 317 

decreases towards the distal part of SLD2.  318 

The distal part of SLD2 is dominated by thrusting and folding. The boundary between the 319 

middle and distal part is characterized by the appearance of higher-amplitude internal 320 

reflections, in which compressional structures become clearly visible. At least five thrust faults 321 

can be identified over a downslope distance of more than 5 km, with fault dip angles between 322 

12° and 17° and an apparent southeast dip direction, parallel to the profile direction (Fig. 5C). 323 

Between the thrusts and folds, the seismic reflections are irregularly deformed, with a chaotic 324 

appearance and without resolvable faulting or folding. Due to this chaotic nature, absolute 325 

displacement calculations were only possible for two of the thrust faults, giving individual 326 

displacement values of 73 m and 82 m (± 20 m picking uncertainty due to the chaotic seismic 327 

character). From relative graphical estimations (see 3. Data and Methods) a horizontal 328 

shortening of 27% caused by thrusting and folding is estimated over the most distal 5 km of the 329 

toe region (in the direction of the seismic profile; Fig. 5C).  330 

The deformation of both the middle and distal part of SLD2 occurs on the same basal reflection 331 

and suggests that this represents the primary shear surface. The reflections directly below this 332 

basal shear surface are coherent, but within the first 25 ms-interval they are more transparent 333 

than deeper reflections, with evidence for some disturbance (Fig. 4B), suggesting a narrow zone 334 

of additional shear, decreasing downwards, and terminating at the base of this 25 ms interval. 335 
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Below the distal toe region, reflections are truncated by a series of apparently northeast and 336 

southeast dipping normal faults (Fig. 4B). The middle and distal part of SLD2, all comprising 337 

the deformed sediment sub-facies, have a volume of ~ 13.5 km³. 338 

 339 

5. Discussion  340 

5.1 Origin and emplacement of SLD1  341 

SLD1 is characterized by a fan-shaped hummocky topography and its seismic character 342 

corresponds to the internally chaotic sub-facies. Hummocky topographies around many 343 

volcanoes globally are representative of the blocky facies of debris avalanche deposits (e.g. 344 

Mount St Helens, Glicken 1996), although broadly comparable topographies may also be 345 

formed by scattered volcanic vents and cones (e.g. Azores, Weiß et al. 2015), or by erosional 346 

processes (e.g. Ritter Island, Karstens et al. 2019). Internal reflections indicate stratification 347 

within the hummocks of SLD1, and these can be used as an indicator of their origin. Reflections 348 

parallel to the underlying stratigraphy would be expected if the hummocks are the result of 349 

erosion, while conical forms, with reflections parallel to the flanks of the hummock or with 350 

broken, upward-bended reflections at the base of the hummock, would be typical for volcanic 351 

cones (both examples can be found west of Ritter; Karstens et al., 2019). However, most of the 352 

hummocks off Sakar lack internal stratification or have internal reflections with a dip that is 353 

discordant with that of the surrounding stratigraphy. They also have irregular, sub-angular 354 

shapes, steep sides and in some cases relatively flat tops. Together, these observations suggest 355 

that the hummocks represent transported blocks. Due to the fan-shaped distribution of these 356 

blocks at the foot of Sakar we interpret them as being from a common source and emplaced in 357 

a single mass movement, and that they thus represent the blocky facies of a debris avalanche 358 

deposit. The random distribution of these blocks within the fan is indicative of a freely 359 

spreading avalanche (Yoshida et al., 2012). This implies that the flow velocity in the 360 
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emplacement direction was not significantly higher than the flow-perpendicular spreading 361 

velocity (Crutchley et al., 2013).  362 

The areal extent of the northwestern block field in the bathymetric data matches the seismic 363 

extent of SLD1, except in the northwesternmost part of the profiles, where the burial depth of 364 

SLD1 is too deep for blocks to protrude at the seafloor. This indicates that the bathymetric 365 

expression can be used to constrain the minimum extent of the blocky part of the debris 366 

avalanche but does not resolve the margins of the shallowly buried deposit. The high seismic 367 

amplitude of the boundary reflections is indicative of a significant change in seismic impedance, 368 

implying a different nature of the deposited material within and around SLD1. Seismic 369 

reflections within SLD1 are generally discontinuous, chaotic, and transparent. However, there 370 

are some coherent reflections extending laterally up to 1000 m. These suggest that the deposit 371 

was not emplaced as a simple, fully disaggregated one-directional flow or avalanche. The 372 

reflections may either indicate deposition in separate stages or phases of one major event, 373 

representing the interface between different flow lobes or pulses (e.g., Deposit 1, Montserrat, 374 

Crutchley et al., 2013; Lebas et al., 2011), or they may correspond to a thin (i.e., sub-seismic) 375 

unit of hemi-pelagic sediments indicating a period of normal sedimentation between unrelated 376 

flank collapse events. As these reflections are not visible on all seismic lines that image the 377 

deposit and are laterally restricted, we consider the first scenario more likely.  378 

Due to the geometry and location of SLD1, the debris avalanche most likely originated from 379 

Sakar. There are multiple morphological structures that may reflect the scars of past sector 380 

collapses onshore Sakar Island (Silver et al., 2009). However, none of them correlates spatially 381 

with the deposit, and it is ambiguous if they have large enough dimensions to be the source of 382 

a >10 km3 landslide deposit, suggesting that younger volcanic activity has entirely overprinted 383 

the onshore part of the SLD1 collapse scarp.  384 

The hummocky proximal morphology of SLD1, in combination with its fan-shaped extent and 385 

chaotic internal structure, unequivocally shows that it is a submarine landslide deposit (Frey-386 
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Martínez et al., 2006). Similar deposits with volcanic origin have been identified in many 387 

locations (Watt et al., 2021) including Montserrat (Deposit 1; Watt et al. 2012b, a; Crutchley et 388 

al. 2013; Karstens et al. 2013) and Fogo, Cape Verde (Day et al., 1999; Le Bas et al., 2007; 389 

Masson et al., 2008). The fan shape of the deposit suggests a cohesionless flow dominated by 390 

energy dissipation through granular particle interactions, which is typical for freely-spreading 391 

heterogenous and generally coarse-grained volcanic debris avalanches (Mulder and Cochonat, 392 

1996; Watt et al., 2012a, Watt et al., 2021).  393 

Within SLD1, there is no seismic or bathymetric evidence for the secondary incorporation of 394 

underlying material (including that of SLD2). According to Sobiesiak et al. (2018), a 395 

decoupling of the sliding mass from the substrate, “free-slip flow”, occurs where shear stress 396 

transmission from the flow into the substrate is prevented by a lubricating layer. The study 397 

suggests the formation of this lubricating layer by one (or a combination) of the following 398 

mechanisms: hydroplaning, shear wetting, and/or liquefaction. During hydroplaning the 399 

hydrodynamic water pressure at the flow front increases and is transferred into the underlying 400 

bed, forming a water-rich sediment layer between flow and substrate (Mohrig et al., 1998). 401 

Shear wetting describes the generation of a soft, diluted, lubricating layer due to high shear 402 

rates between the water and the sediment boundary during flow (De Blasio et al., 2005). Ogata 403 

et al. (2014a) describe liquefaction of poorly consolidated sands where the induced shear of the 404 

flow causes a loss of grain contacts within the sand layers. As the flow stops, these liquified 405 

sands inject upwards into the basal flow deposit. Our seismic data do not provide the resolution 406 

to allow us to distinguish between these different processes (such as the observation of basal 407 

injections of sand (e.g. vertical fluid escape structures), which would be indicative for 408 

liquefaction (Ogata et al., 2014a, 2012), and while we cannot provide further constraints, we 409 

consider it likely that one or a combination of these processes led to a decoupling of the SLD1 410 

debris avalanche and the contemporaneous seafloor.  411 
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Southwest-northeast trending ridges within the hummock field and north of Sakar (Fig. 2) are 412 

most likely related to later sedimentary processes, e.g., sediment waves (Pope et al., 2018). 413 

They also could be related to the deposition of the 1888 Ritter Island collapse debris flow (Watt 414 

et al. 2019), but in either case, we do not interpret them as being directly associated with SLD1. 415 

As the Ritter Island 1888 deposits partially overlap with the SLD1 hummock field (Fig. 2), we 416 

cannot exclude some erosion of SLD1 by the Ritter Island debris flow, although the burial depth 417 

of SLD1 in most places is deeper than the bottom boundary of the Ritter Island, and any erosion 418 

is thus not likely to have had a major impact on the morphology or our estimated volume of 419 

SLD1.  420 

 421 

5.2 Origin and emplacement of SLD2 422 

SLD2 extends from the outer flank of Sakar 30 km into the neighboring basin northwest of 423 

Sakar and Umboi (Fig. 1). Based on its location and its shape, an origin from Umboi, Sakar or 424 

Ritter may be possible. However, an origin from the relatively small edifice of Ritter is unlikely 425 

due to the large volume of the proximal component (12.5 km³) and because the deposit lies 426 

partly on the flanks of Sakar, which would require an element of upslope, northward bending 427 

transport and deposition. The shape and thinning pattern are most consistent with a landslide 428 

originating from the western slope of Sakar. This agrees with the direction of deformation 429 

patterns in the outer parts of SLD2, indicating northwestward compressional deformation in the 430 

toe domain (Fig. 5).  431 

The proximal part of SLD2 is seismically characterized by the internally chaotic sub-facies 432 

(Fig. 4). This is similar to the overall seismic image of SLD1, suggesting that this part of the 433 

deposit originated as a volcanic debris avalanche, similar to SLD1. The apparent rooting of a 434 

large, transported block that protrudes from SLD2 to the seafloor (Fig. 3A, C) supports this 435 

interpretation, and it is likely that the surface of SLD2 contained many such blocks or 436 

hummocks, the majority of which are now buried and no longer evident at the seafloor. The 437 
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outer margin of the internally chaotic sub-facies shows a direct lateral transition into the 438 

deformed sediment sub-facies (Fig. 4B). Hence, SLD2 shows characteristics typical for 439 

volcanic debris avalanches off volcanic islands, but at the same time its middle and distal part 440 

comprise large volume of deformed pre-existing sediments, and SLD2 thus represents a 441 

composite deposit of volcanic material and seafloor sediments.  442 

As described above, the middle part of SLD2 contains a discrete unit in its uppermost part (Fig. 443 

4B), which may indicate the deposit of an overrunning flow. This unit has an undulated upper 444 

surface, and although this morphology could be a result of later sedimentary processes, its 445 

seismic image is markedly different from bedforms typically associated with sediment waves, 446 

(Pope et al., 2018), and we interpret this undulating form to be a primary characteristic of the 447 

upper surface of SLD2.  448 

The transition from a proximal debris avalanche deposit to deformed seafloor sediments 449 

(marked by basal step, Fig. 4B) suggests that SLD2 originated as a debris avalanche from Sakar 450 

that incised into the substrate, as shown by the lateral transition between the internally chaotic 451 

sub-facies and the deformed sediment beyond. This transition indicates that some seafloor 452 

sediment must be incorporated within the proximal, internally chaotic part of SLD2, unless this 453 

pre-existing sediment was entirely evacuated from this area. Beyond the proximal part of SLD2, 454 

some evacuated sediment, or a more mobile part of the driving debris avalanche, may have 455 

overran the pre-existing seafloor, giving rise to the discrete uppermost unit in the middle part 456 

of SLD2. This overrunning flow may have facilitated the downslope-propagating deformation 457 

of the underlying seafloor sediment (i.e., the deformed sediment sub-facies of SLD2), which 458 

formed beyond the front of the driving debris avalanche (e.g., see processes discussed in Watt 459 

et al., 2012b) (Fig. 6). This seafloor sediment package shows strong evidence of in-situ 460 

compressional deformation, particularly at its toe, but was not evacuated, defining a frontally 461 

confined mass transport deposit (Frey-Martínez et al., 2006). Beyond the limits of the frontally 462 

confined margin (Fig. 4B), we cannot find seismic indications for further mass transport, 463 
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although it is possible that the thin, distal parts of an overrunning flow are not resolvable within 464 

our seismic data.  465 

The seismic analyses of debris avalanche deposits offshore Montserrat revealed composite 466 

deposits consisting of a volcanic subunit and a subunit of deformed and mobilized seafloor 467 

sediments (Deposits 2 and 8, Watt et al. 2012b, a; Crutchley et al. 2013), similar to SLD2. These 468 

composite deposits formed as the result of the collision of a volcanic debris avalanche with 469 

seafloor sediments, resulting in their mobilization and deformation. This interpretation was 470 

confirmed by IODP expedition 340 (Le Friant, 2015), which revealed the absence of volcanic 471 

debris avalanche deposits within the seismically transparent, distal subunit of Montserrat 472 

Deposit 2 and of comparable deposits offshore Martinique. The processes involved in the 473 

interaction between volcanic debris avalanches and underlying seafloor sediments are complex 474 

and there are various potential mobilization mechanisms (Watt et al. 2012b; Le Friant 2015). 475 

Studies on exhumed ancient mass transport deposits onshore confirm the potential composite 476 

nature of landslide deposits. “Megabreccia” deposits in the Paleogene Friuli Basin 477 

(Italy/Slovenia) were interpreted as the result of bipartite slide masses with a lower cohesive 478 

blocky flow and an upper turbulent flow, deeply eroding into and deforming the substrate 479 

(Ogata et al., 2014b). Sobiesiak et al. (2018) discuss substrate incorporation mechanisms such 480 

as that driven by a basal drag of the flow mass great enough for it to erode into the substrate, 481 

ripping off the latter and incorporating it into the flow. Alternatively, similar effects may occur 482 

by the dragging of a tool (e.g., a transported block) pressed against the substrate and ripping it 483 

off, or by peel-back, where the substrate is pushed along a basal weak layer laterally bounded 484 

by sub-vertical shear zones. Ogata et al. (2019) suggest similar substrate incorporation 485 

processes such as the erosion of positive paleobathymetric highs, and the transfer of inertial 486 

stress of a moving flow into the substrate due to an abrupt change of the slope angle, where the 487 

momentum of well-lithified blocks is transferred into the substrate as the slide comes to rest.   488 
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Large blocks such as that imaged in Fig. 3A could potentially have functioned as tools, eroding 489 

the slide mass into the substrate where the gradient of Sakar’s slope decreases. However, due 490 

to the limited resolution of our seismic data we cannot identify if one of the specific mechanisms 491 

outlined above represented the dominant mode of substrate erosion by the SLD2 debris 492 

avalanche. 493 

The deformation pattern in the outer region of SLD2 is typical for the deposits of frontally 494 

confined landslides (Frey-Martínez et al., 2006) and has been observed in non-volcanic 495 

submarine mass-movements  (e.g., Oregon, USA, Lenz et al., 2019; Shimokita peninsula, 496 

northeast Japan, Morita et al., 2011) as well as volcanic settings (e.g., Deposit 8 offshore 497 

Montserrat, Watt et al., 2012b). Substrate deformation as the result of the emplacement of 498 

volcanic debris avalanches has been seismically documented offshore Montserrat (Crutchley et 499 

al., 2013; Watt et al., 2012b, 2012a) and at Ritter Island (Karstens et al., 2019; Watt et al., 500 

2019), where deformed and incorporated sediments contribute 80% of the total slide volume. 501 

Potential factors that define the absolute limit of deformation at the toe of SLD2 could be the 502 

reversal of the slope direction, adding gravitational forces to the shear resistance of the 503 

sediments against progressive shear failure of the deforming sediments as well as a topographic 504 

effect caused by several normal faults cutting through the strata below (Fig. 4B).  505 

For the deformation of the well-bedded sediment sub-facies of SLD2, we favor a combined 506 

substrate deformation model, as follow (Fig. 6): Substrate incorporation (i.e., physical mixing 507 

of the volcanic debris avalanche with seafloor sediments) did not reach beyond the basal step 508 

that marks the foot of the internally chaotic sub-facies of SLD2. This coincides with a break in 509 

the slope gradient, (Fig. 4). The initial loading that triggered frontal deformation beyond this 510 

point could have been the result of a transfer of the blocky debris avalanche’s momentum as it 511 

decelerated into the substrate, progressively increasing the shear stress on the sediment, causing 512 

disaggregation, deformation, and compression. Added to this, an overrunning flow may have 513 

facilitated propagation of deformation in the underlying sediment, but the potential mechanisms 514 
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of this process remain ambiguous. An overrunning flow could potentially liquify underlying 515 

sediments by increasing the pore pressure due to grain reorganization during shearing  516 

(Hornbach et al., 2015; Ogata et al., 2014a) similar to the shear failure of sensitive clay deposits 517 

onshore (Bjerrum, 1955; Quinn et al., 2012). With the vertical seismic anomalies in the middle 518 

SLD2 (Fig. 4B), we find indications for fluid migration pathways (Gee et al., 2007) which could 519 

represent liquefaction. However, we cannot rule out that these structures represent seismic 520 

imaging artifacts. A mechanism of shear coupling, as proposed for paleo-landslide deposits in 521 

the Karoo Basin, South Africa (Van Der Merwe et al., 2011)  and discussed for Deposit 8 off 522 

Montserrat (Watt et al., 2012b), where the motion of an overrunning flow exerts forces on the 523 

underlying strata leading to deformation, appears less plausible for SLD2. Seismic evidence for 524 

an overrunning flow is only visible in the middle part of SLD2, whereas if this flow was the 525 

main agent of deformation via shear coupling, we would expect it to be present over the entire 526 

deposit, an alternative model that could explain the seafloor sediment beyond the margin of 527 

SLD2 could be that the younger emplacement of SLD1 loaded the older deposits, and triggered 528 

failure downslope of these via the shear failure mechanisms described above. Similar secondary 529 

seafloor mobilization and deformation of deeper sediment packages, including thrust faulting 530 

and folding, has been observed for non-volcanic landslides, e.g. offshore Oregon, where a series 531 

of slide blocks have caused deformation and horizontal compaction of underlying sediments 532 

within a 10 km area (Lenz et al., 2019). However, because the sediment failure in SLD2 is 533 

confined to a package that coincides with both the upper and lower boundaries of its proximal 534 

part, and does not affect younger sediment, a role for SLD1 in this process would only make 535 

sense if there was no time gap between SLD1 and SLD2. This is not the case, because we 536 

observe a package of sediment, partly onlapping on the top boundary of SLD2, that separates 537 

the two landslides (Fig. 4B).  538 

A further possible model is that both SLD1 and SLD2 are part of one multistage sector collapse, 539 

whereby the deeper unit slowly creeped downslope (forming SLD2), until the slope stability 540 
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reached a critical point and the shallower flank failed, resulting in a collapse that emplaced 541 

SLD1. This type of process was postulated by Karstens et al. 2019 for the 1888 sector collapse 542 

of Ritter Island. Such slow, deep-seated deformations are known from other volcanoes, e.g. Mt. 543 

Etna, Sicily (Urlaub et al., 2018).  Again, the similar proximal characteristics of SLD1 and 544 

SLD2, and the observation of reflections separating the two deposits, indicates a time gap 545 

between them that implies they are entirely separate lateral collapses. This does not preclude 546 

that the emplacement of both debris avalanches could have been preceded by prolonged gradual 547 

deformation at the base of Sakar’s flanks that promoted instability, comparable to processes at 548 

Ritter Island (Karstens et al., 2019) and around other volcanoes. 549 

The base of SLD2 is defined by a mostly continuous, high-amplitude reflection representing a 550 

basal shear surface for the deformation of the sediment package above. However, below this 551 

reflection, the well-stratified sediments appear more transparent than further below (Fig. 4). A 552 

second strong reflection about 25 ms TWT below may represent another, secondary basal shear 553 

surface. This second reflection correlates vertically with the depth of the proximal chaotic part 554 

of the unit. As the reflections between both surfaces are weak and transparent, but not deformed, 555 

this may represent a zone of deeper, distributed deformation, less extensive than that within 556 

SLD2 above. The development of a basal shear zone, with different layers of shearing, rather 557 

than one single basal shear surface has been described on onshore exhumed mass transport 558 

deposits (Ogata et al., 2014a; Sobiesiak et al., 2018). The seismic data are inconclusive in 559 

indicating if this basal shear zone involved shear of the sedimentary strata, or just mobilization 560 

of pore fluids. 561 

 562 

5.3 Dissimilarity of two landslide deposits from Sakar 563 

The results described here show that Sakar has produced at least two voluminous debris 564 

avalanches, deposited on the western submerged island slope and the basin floor to the 565 

northwest. Because both debris avalanches are the result of sector collapse (i.e., they have 566 
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mobilized large parts of the flank of the same island) it may be expected that they have a similar 567 

composition and that their dynamic evolution was similar. However, while SLD1 appears to 568 

consist completely of volcanic debris avalanche material, only the proximal part of SLD2 hosts 569 

a debris avalanche component. The middle and distal parts of the deposit consist of deformed 570 

seafloor sediments. The volumes of SLD1 and the proximal, internally chaotic sub-facies of 571 

SLD2 are nearly equal. However, the entire SLD2, when including the deformed-sediment 572 

facies, has twice the volume of SLD1. The fan-shape of SLD1, indicating free-spreading of a 573 

cohesionless flow, contrasts with the elongated shape of SLD2, indicating a concentration of 574 

forces in one primary direction, equivalent to the direction of mass movement during the initial 575 

stage of a debris avalanche. The proximal part of SLD2 most likely eroded into and partly 576 

overran the substrate (coupling of flow and substrate), causing deformation in the frontal 577 

direction, while the seismically imageable part of SLD1 spread along and above the pre-existing 578 

seafloor (decoupling of flow and substrate).  579 

Seismic interpretations of marine landslide deposits off volcanic islands in the Lesser Antilles 580 

have shown that debris avalanches can incorporate large volumes of substrate during transport 581 

(Deplus et al., 2001; Le Friant et al., 2003; Watt et al., 2012b, 2012a). In a most basic sense, 582 

the process of substrate incorporation into moving debris is an energy exchange between the 583 

flowing debris mass and the initially static seafloor sediments, where kinetic energy of the 584 

flowing mass is consumed to put the static mass in motion. The required amount of energy 585 

depends on the stability of the seafloor sediments, which is controlled by the slope gradient and 586 

the thickness of the sediment layer (Mangeney et al., 2010), but also by the type of the substrate 587 

material and its shear strength. The two deposits examined in this study differ in the nature of 588 

their substrate: the continuation of the sedimentary well-bedded seismic facies underneath the 589 

proximal part of SLD2 (albeit poorly imaged) suggests that it was deposited on relatively fine-590 

grained and water-saturated seafloor sediment (i.e., typical basin-infilling sediment), that 591 

typically has a low shear resistance. This would have promoted incorporation and a proximal 592 
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incision of the debris avalanche mass into the substrata. In contrast, the base of SLD1 coincides 593 

with a package of chaotic reflections on the flanks of Sakar, separating it from the proximal 594 

part of SLD2, and in some profiles corresponds directly with the upper part of SLD2. We 595 

interpret this substrate as likely comprising coarse-grained, heterogenous volcanic material 596 

derived from the flanks of Sakar, which would be much harder to mobilize than the hemipelagic 597 

seafloor sediments of the basin floor (Karstens et al., 2013) – the sediment type on which SLD2 598 

was emplaced. Because of this, SLD1 slid decoupled from it base. Landslide deposits are 599 

considered to generally have a higher resistance to being eroded and incorporated into 600 

overflowing landslide masses (Alves and Lourenço, 2010). Outcrop-oriented studies on 601 

sedimentary mélanges link different mechanisms of substrate incorporation not only to the 602 

physiographic setting, but also to different lithological characteristics of the associated mass 603 

transport deposits (Ogata et al., 2019). Combined with our interpretations of SLD1 and SLD2, 604 

this suggests that the substrate is a major control on the incorporation of seafloor sediment by 605 

a debris avalanche. The difference in the nature of the substrate from water-saturated, 606 

homogenous seafloor sediments below SLD2 and a denser and more heterogenous 607 

volcaniclastic substrate below SLD1, minimized the substrate incorporation and kinetic energy 608 

loss in SLD1. This led not only to a smaller total volume of SLD1 but also to a longer runout 609 

compared to the debris avalanche component of SLD2.  610 

 611 

5.4 Tsunami hazard  612 

Landslides are the second most common trigger for tsunamis (Harbitz et al 2014) and have 613 

received increased attention with the 2018 Anak Krakatau flank collapse (Grilli et al., 2019). 614 

Numerical tsunami simulations of this event were conducted assuming a volume of initially 615 

0.22 – 0.3 km3 of volcanic material, which was inferred from pre- and post-collapse aerial and 616 

satellite imagery and produced results that were consistent with the observed wave 617 

characteristics and run-up heights (Grilli et al., 2019). However, numerical landslide tsunami 618 
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simulations rely heavily on the applied input parameters. In case of submarine landslides, the 619 

most important tsunami source parameters are the slide volume and its emplacement velocity 620 

(Løvholt et al., 2005), which are only poorly constrained for most historic events (with Ritter 621 

Island being a rare exception). Instead, volume estimations are often based on acoustic imaging 622 

data of flank collapse deposits, such as bathymetric and seismic data. Our results on SLD2 as 623 

well as those from Montserrat and Ritter (Karstens et al., 2019; Watt et al., 2012a) show that 624 

estimating the volume of the initial volcanic debris avalanche only from the surface area of a 625 

landslide deposit and the thickness of a stratigraphic unit can be misleading. Without high-626 

resolution seismic data, SLD2 could be easily misinterpreted as one unit of chaotic reflections 627 

that resulted from a single-event debris avalanche. The actual volume of the debris avalanche 628 

component in SLD2 is less than half that of the complete stratigraphic unit, while the remainder 629 

consists of deformed or mobilized seafloor sediments. This underlines the necessity of high-630 

resolution seismic data for accurate volume estimations and tsunami modelling constraints. 631 

The second important constraint in tsunami modelling is the emplacement velocity, which is 632 

likely heavily influenced by interaction of the slide mass and the substrate causing a transfer of 633 

kinetic energy. A more rapid deceleration of the sliding mass (if occurring in water depths 634 

relevant for tsunami genesis) would reduce the magnitude of the resulting tsunami, while the 635 

effect of substrate incorporation (increasing the water column) has little impact compared to 636 

the initial volcanic flank component. Numerical tsunami simulations of the 1888 Ritter Island 637 

sector collapse suggest that tsunami generation was primarily controlled by the collapse of the 638 

volcano, i.e. the initial failure volume and acceleration, and that deeper seated deformation and 639 

seafloor sediment incorporation had no significant effect on the tsunami amplitude (Karstens et 640 

al., 2020). This is in agreement with tsunami potential calculations for landslide deposits off 641 

Montserrat, which have shown that tsunami amplitudes for submarine sediment failures with 642 

an associated low height drop are an order of magnitude smaller than flank collapse-related 643 

tsunami amplitudes of the same volume (Watt et al., 2012a). Hence, it is unlikely that the 644 
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seafloor sediment failure and deformation imaged in the middle and distal parts of SLD2 645 

affected the tsunami amplitude significantly, although they may result in longer wavelengths, 646 

as shown by a tsunami model for Deposit 2 off Montserrat (Watt et al., 2012a). Our analysis 647 

reveals once again that the complexity of volcanic sector collapse and debris avalanche 648 

emplacement in island settings, and highlights that tsunami hazard assessment for this 649 

comparably common process is still lacking reliable constraints for the most important source 650 

parameters. 651 

 652 

6. Conclusions 653 

The slope west of Sakar hosts two previously unknown landslide deposits. The younger deposit, 654 

SLD1, comprises volcanic debris avalanche material from Sakar, whereas the deeper SLD2 is 655 

a combination of a primary debris avalanche deposit and deformed and incorporated substrate. 656 

The toe domain of SLD2, which hosts folded and thrust-faulted sediments was shortened by at 657 

least 27 %. We suggest that the debris avalanche component of SLD2 partly eroded into and 658 

overran the substrate and triggered a progressive, lateral increase of the sediment pore pressure, 659 

resulting in a decrease of shear strength in the direction of the initial mass movement and 660 

mobilization and deformation of the pre-slide subsurface stratigraphy. We propose that the 661 

nature of the slide plane substrate is the most important control on sediment mobilization and 662 

secondary failures, and that this determined the different sizes and evolution of the two 663 

landslide deposits west of Sakar, which originated from the same source and were deposited on 664 

the same slope. 665 

The main controlling parameters of landslide-generated tsunami amplitudes are the initial 666 

volume of the sliding mass that interacts with the ocean and its further acceleration. Estimating 667 

the initial volume of a flank or sector collapse by calculating the volume of the associated 668 
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landslide deposits involves a significant uncertainty. For SLD2 there is evidence that less than 669 

half of the landslide deposit’s volume can be assigned to the initial debris avalanche.  670 
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Figure 1: Map of the study region, showing the extents of SLD1 and SLD2 (dashed line 
indicates the limits of clear deposit imaging). The solid black lines mark acquired 2D 
multichannel seismic profiles (Karstens et al., 2019; Watt et al., 2019). Background: High-
resolution bathymetry acquired during SO252 merged with low-resolution GEBCO grid 
(transition at dotted green line). Right corner: Overview map showing the general tectonic 
setting of the area.  
Figure 2: A: Bathymetry of the hummock field northwest of Sakar. The dashed yellow line 
marks the extent of the hummock field, broadly coinciding with the margin of SLD1 in seismic 
reflection profiles. The dashed grey lines mark the margins of the 1888 Ritter Island collapse 
deposit, after Watt et al. (2019). Grey lines mark the locations of the seismic sections shown in 
Fig. 3A, 3B and 3C.  
Figure 3: Selected seismic-reflection profiles through SLD1 and SLD2 (locations on Fig. 2). A: 
Profile across a ~900 m wide hummock with chaotic internal stratification (right) and a 
hummock with no visible internal reflections (left). The large hummock appears to be rooted 
within SLD2. B: Profile showing four hummocks apparently rooted within SLD1, which are 
either seismically transparent (low amplitude) or have stratigraphically chaotic internal 
structures or stratification that is not parallel to the surrounding stratigraphy. C: Profile showing 
the 900-m-wide hummock from A in an orthogonal direction and another, smaller hummock 
with stratification not parallel to the surroundings. In all panels, dashed lines indicate the top 
and bottom boundaries of SLD1 and SLD2.  
Figure 4: Northwest-southeast oriented seismic section showing SLD1 and SLD2 with 
annotated interpretations. A: Extent of SLD1, SLD2 and the 1888 Ritter Island collapse deposit 
(see inset map). B: Detail of the internal architecture of SLD1 and SLD2. 
Figure 5: A: Profile through the distal section of SLD2, revealing compressional structures 
including thrust faults and folds, over ~5 km. B: Detail of a thrust fault without vertical 
exaggeration. C: Interpreted version of Panel A, showing horizons used to constrain the 
minimum magnitude of shortening. 
Figure 6: Model for the emplacement of SLD1 and SLD2. A: A blocky debris avalanche 
associated with SLD2 flowing downslope, starting to incorporate and incise into the substrate. 
Different specific incorporation mechanisms are discussed in the text. B: The situation after the 
emplacement of SLD2, showing substrate incorporation (right) and frontal, downslope 
deformation, driven by impact and augmented by an overrunning flow, derived from the initial 
debris avalanche. The distal deformation limit is associated with a pre-existing fault, disrupting 
the stratigraphy, and a reversal in the paleo-basin slope gradient. C: The situation before the 
Ritter Island 1888 landslide deposit, showing the blocky debris avalanche of SLD1, emplaced 
above SLD2 without incorporating the substrate (SLD2 and the relatively thin intervening 
sediment package), indicating a decoupling of the slide mass from the substrate. Both landslides 
have been subsequently buried by younger basin infill.  
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